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Abstract— The purpose of this PC who can use very easily 

anywhere any place anywhere without difficulties. The size 

of computer is very less from its first development in 19th 

century because it is very difficult to use. E ball replaced by 

the old PC from the squares and rectangular shape with his 

newly design wonder in a spherical shape. A new computer 

is designed by Apostol Tnokovski just now which has all 

characteristics of existing computer and this is named as 'E-

ball'. According to Aspostal Tnokoski it’s a best size ever 

made. Its size like a globe. E-Ball is the smallest personal 

computer in this time, spherical in shape having 6 inches 

diameter only. E-Ball computer has all component of 

previous computer like keyboard, mouse, webcam, DVD 

recorder, larger screen display etc. E-Ball is designed in 

specific way that it can be placed on two stands. It is opened 

by pressing and holding two buttons which are located at each 

side of E-Ball computer at the same fast. E-Ball is possible 

that this new entity having different way of using it can 

change the life of people completely in upcoming days. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

E-Ball Computer is designed by Apostol Tnokovski who is a 

Macedonian product designer. It is spherical in shape and 

smallest one among laptops and desktops. Due to small in 

size, It is easy to operate, handle and movable. The diameter 

of this computer is 6 inches only which also make it very 

attractive and unique. Only Microsoft Windows Operating 

System is compatible with this E-ball computer. E-ball 

computer is design in such a way that it can be placed on two 

stands, opened by pressing and holding two buttons which are 

located at each side of this computer at same instant. The E-

ball concept uses virtual keyboard which is activated by 

pressing specific button. After opening the E-ball computer, 

optical mouse can be detached from body of E-ball computer 

by pressing detaching mouse button. This computer does not 

have any external display unit. It uses a projector for the 

purpose of display which is simply pop up by pressing and 

holding the button. The software interface of this computer is 

iconic, unique and user friendly. This computer can be used 

in suitable place like home, office. 

 

II. ELEMENTS OF E-BALL COMPUTER 

A. Size of Eball 

It is a spherical shaped ball of 6 inch in diameter and its 

motherboard size is 120x120mm. 

B. Holographic Display  

Holography is the best way of displaying the true 3 D 

displays. It is a type of difference based display technology 

which reconstructs the light field of 3dimensions in space 

with the coherent light. 

C. Processor 

It has enhanced with dual core processor with two 

disassociated cores on the same die, providing its own cache. 

D. RAM 

RAM (Random Access Memory) is the dominant type of 

memory in the computer. This computer uses 5 Gigabytes of 

RAM. It gets the name because we can randomly access the 

memory without considering the sequence. 

E. Hard Disk Drive 

Hard disk drive is a secondary storage device and nonvolatile 

in nature. It is made up of metal plate coated with oxide that 

is magnetized to store the all-digital information. Computer 

storage capacity range is the 250-500 Gigabytes.  Data can be 

directly accessed from the hard disk.  

F. Speaker 

Prominently known as multimedia speakers. It has two inbuilt 

50W speakers. 

G. HD DVD Recorder 

HD DVD recorder is an independent unit which remains the 

functions of Video Cassette Recorder. HD DVD recorder 

records into a DVD disc or in the internal disc. 

H. Graphic Card and Sound Card 

This graphic card is a hardware installed in the computer 

which is generated output images on the screen. Near about 

all the modern motherboard consists of ports so that the 

graphic card can be embedded. The sound card is an 

integrated circuit which generates the sound which can be 

heard through the speakers  

I. Power Port and Modem Port  

The power port is used to plug-in any electronic devices such 

as DVD player. The modem port is used to connect the 

internet to the computer. The computer uses the ISP (Internet 

Service Provider) to deliver the information. 

J. Webcam 

Webcam is extensively used by all the computers. It can be 

connected to e-ball through USB cable or fire wire cable. 
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K. LAN and WAN Cards  

LAN card is used to connect the users to Local Area Network 

through wireless connection. WAN card is a Network 

Interface Card which connects the user to a Wide Area 

Network. 

 
Fig. 2: Element of E-ball computer. 

III. SOME IMPORTANT COMPONENTS OF E-BALL COMPUTER 

A. Optical Mouse:  

Optical mouse is a wireless device which uses the light 

emitting diode for purpose of tracking movement of optical 

mouse. It completes the demand of E-ball computer properly. 

This can be easily carried from one place to another place. 

 
Fig. 3: Optical Mouse 

B. Paper Sheet Holder: 

Suppose there is no wall for projection of computer screen. 

Then you can use paper sheet as screen for that purpose. This 

paper sheet is put up on paper holder which is place at back 

of E-ball computer. It is opened by pressing its lower part. 

 
Fig. 4: Paper Sheet Holder 

C. Projector: 

There are two types of projector for E-ball computer: 

1) Liquid Crystal Display: 

Liquid Crystal Display is used to display visual data like 

some kind of videos, image, computer data and some other 

result or output. This does not produce light itself. It uses light 

of other source. It takes help of meta-halide lamp to send light 

through prism or a series of diachronic that divide the light 

into three polysilicon panels. i.e. red, blue and green for video 

signal. 
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Fig. 5: Liquid Crystal Display Projector 

2) Digital Light Processing:  

Digital Light Processing is a projector which uses digital 

micro-mirror device. It is based on micro-electro-mechanical 

technology. This image is created by small mirror. This 

mirror can be that so small Digital Micro Mirror pixel pitch 

may be 5.4 micrometre or less. 

 
Fig. 6: Digital Light Processing Projector 

3) Virtual Keyboard:  

Virtual Keyboard is not a physical device. Virtual Keyboard 

is simply appears on flat surface (which is consider good for 

virtual keyboard). Virtual Keyboard is started by pressing 

specific button and use laser ray technique for its 

implementation. When user of E-ball computer touch the 

virtual key, then the optical device detect stroke and send it 

to E-ball computer. There are many advantages of using 

virtual keyboard. Its text entry is fast, no external hardware 

and more secure etc. 

There are three components of virtual keyboard are:- 

1) IR-Light Source: It main purpose of IR-Light Source is 

to emits infrared rays which overlap area that is covered 

by virtual keyboard. Naked eyes cannot detect such rays.  

2) II. Sensor Module: This Module act as eyes of the 

keyboard perception technology. It is used to detect 

which key is pressed by user. 

3) Pattern projector: Pattern projector is simply use to 

present virtual keyboard on the flat surface. Virtual 

keyboard is just an image of real of keyboard. 

 

IV. FOLLOWING STEPS EXPLAIN WORKING PRINCIPLES OF 

SMALLEST E-BALL COMPUTER  

The E-ball is placed on the stands there is two buttons on the 

stand through which we can open the PC. When you open the 

PC then press the mouse detaching button which will detach 

the mouse from the PC. The keyboard works only when PC 

is ON which requires smooth surface. The keyboard is 

interpreted by laser. It recognizes your finger with the help of 

an Infrared sensor. The projector is used which focuses the 

computer screen on the wall. If there is not wall then the use 

paper holder.  

A. Step 1:  

First we have to place the E-ball on the flat surface. It is 

opened by pressing two buttons which is placed on side of 

PC. 

 

B. Step 2: 

After opening the E-ball we can open the keyboard by 

pressing and holding the on/off button for 5sec then projector 

will pops up. After that by using the navigation button we can 

adjust the projection focus and size. 
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C. Step 3:  

To take output from our E-ball you can open paper holder 

when we don’t have wall to get screen. Paper holder show 

when pressing it in the lower part then it divides into three 

pieces and then we can easily put the paper within it. 

D. Step 4:  

In last diagram, the pc is completely opened as shown in 

figure. 

 

V. IF THERE IS NO WALL? 

E-ball uses the paper holder when there is no wall available. 

It is also called as paper sheet. Paper holder pops up when 

pressing it in the lower part then it divides into three pieces 

and then we can easily put the paper within it for displaying 

data, watching movies etc. 

VI. ADVANTAGES OF E-BALL COMPUTER 

 E-ball is very small in size. Therefore, it is portable. 

 E-ball is user friendly. 

 E-ball is very flexible, accurate and more secure than 

older computers.  

 E-ball  is very to use and handle 

 E-ball has large memory that can be used to store huge 

amount of data. 

VII. DISADVANTAGES OF E-BALL COMPUTER 

 Microsoft Windows operating system is only used on E-

ball computer. No other operating system can be used. 

 Cost of E-ball computer is very high. 

 It is very sophisticated in term of hardware. Even any 

minor issue will be very difficult to detect and resolve. 

VIII. NEEDS OF E-BALL 

The E-Ball drawback of the earlier computers with heavy size 

and shape makes the use of the smallest e-ball computer. The 

spherical shape of this computer is the best ever and can be 

carried to anywhere. E-Ball doesn’t need any space for 

physical monitor and other devices. As it is space consuming, 

this device too use. 

IX. CONCLUSION  

As the years are passing, the computer size is very big. The 

software interface of E-Ball concept PC is highly assigned 

with icons that can be commemorated easily which is support 

the windows operating system. E-Ball concept is considered 

to be the 8th wonder which has the potential to reform the 

world with its unblemished and stupendous features. Its 

spherical shape is envisioned to captivate everyone’s 

attention. E-Ball condor and ingenuousness makes it simple 

while creating video presentations, listening to music, 

watching large screen movies or chatting on the internet. It’s 

unbelievable and astounding that technology can be 

prospected up to this extent. Contemporary concoctions and 

innovations are emerging on the daily basis. The oneness of 

this superlative technology is that it ensconces full fleshed 

features of a normal PC. This little ball computer is 

anticipated to take the world to the new horizons.  
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